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1. Introduction
The main objective of this book is to present a highly detailed look at how               

our 2017 robot works and some of it’s building process. We will be presenting              
a mechanical description of the robot, in which we will go through our design              
process and the technical specifications of each systems. Then we will proceed            
to make an analysis of our control system and how our code operates. 

1.1 The Robot 
Under Control’s 2017 robot is called SCV, it is 24 in tall, 27 in wide, 33 in                 

long and weighs 120 lbs. The robot was 85% designed on CAD, with only few               
physical changes. Here we can see the complete 3D project for the robot and              
the complete robot side by side. 

1.2 Strategy 
To develop a strategy for FIRST Steamworks we first created a list with             

the priority tasks that the robot needed to perform in order to be competitive: 

I. Have a good and reliable drivetrain; 
II. Acquire Gears safely;

III. Score Gears;
IV. Climb the Rope;
V. Score High Efficiency Goal from the Key Zone; 
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VI. Score High Efficiency Goal from the Airship;
VII. Get Fuel through the robot’s top;
VIII. Intake Fuel from the floor.

During a match, our focus is to make the maximum number of rotors             
turning in a match. Since rotors are worth more points than scoring Fuel, our              
objective is to score 1 gear during Auto, guaranteeing 60 points, and have at              
least 2 rotors turning and climb. Scoring 150 points for our alliance.

1.3 Initial Design 
During the early stages of the design, after having defined our priority list,             

we use prototypes and 2D sketches to define parameters for designing the            
final robot. Here we can see some of those aids used during the build season: 

Robot Prototype Climber Frontal Sketch 

Gear Manipulator Frontal Sketch Intake Side Sketch 
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2. Mechanical 
SCV was mechanically designed to fit all it’s features and have space to             

store at least 25 Fuel. In order to achieve all the constraints for the robot’s               
systems we allocated space for each system based on our priority list, used             
lower clearances and placed all the electrical system on the robot’s bellypan.            
This has allowed us to use that space efficiently and still make the whole              
electrical system in a way that can be taken off the robot as one in case we                 
need to transport it on airplanes. To keep the whole system accessible while             
being in the deepest part of the robot we pivoted the whole shooter and indexer               
mechanism on hinges, making it get out of the way of the electrical system and               
also be modular, which makes for easier transport too. The main subsystems            
are the following: 
 

2.1 Drivetrain 
 

SCV’s drivetrain consists of 6 plastic wheels with blue nitrile rubber           
tread for increased traction and tread longevity. The wheels are arranged in two             
rows of 3 wheels on the sides and with a ⅛” drop on the center wheels,                
decreasing the distance between wheels on turns and increasing         
maneuverability. The wheels are powered by 6 CIM motors on custom 2-speed            
gearboxes, allowing for a cheap, flexible and powerful solution. The back           
wheels are powered through gears and the middle and front wheels through            
timing belts, increasing the reliability and efficiency of the system. This system            
allows us to achieve a top speed of 20.5ft/s on high gear and 7.5ft/s on low                
gear. 

 

 
Drivetrain Gearbox 
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Drivetrain Assembly 

 

 

2.2 Gear Manipulator 
The gear manipulating mechanism was designed to acquire and deliver          

gears reliably in the most compact and simple way. It consists of a slot that               
has the width of the robot that can receive gears from the loading station. This               
design allows intaking gears without the need for completely aligning with the            
station, making it faster and more reliable. The system is actuated by 2             
pneumatic cylinders on the sides of the mechanism, creating a simple           
movement and avoiding space conflict with the intake directly behind. 

 

 
Gear Manipulator 

 
The active gear release mechanism allows our robot to leave gears in            

the airship without the help of a pilot that might be otherwise busy. 
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2.3  Intake 
 
The intake was designed to be the most effective as possible, without            

complex mechanisms or protrusions, to avoid the risk of breaking it. This way             
we designed the intake with polyurethane belts in tubes that convey Fuel to             
inside the robot. 

 
Intake 

 

The intake is powered by a 775 pro motor in a Versa Planetary 7:1              
gearbox, obtaining the final speed of about 3345 RPM, this way we can intake              
Fuel while driving over it at our robot’s top speed. 
 

2.4 Shooter 
 

SCV’s shooter is divided in 3 main subsystems that assembled together           
make the whole system as one, and they are: indexer; conveyor and turret. 
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Shooter Mechanism 
 

 
2.4.1 Shooter Indexer 

 
In order to make the Fuel in the storage to shoot, we use 2 Rubber               

Treaded 4” wheels with 3 folded plastic nets on it, working as a malleable              
propeller. Its powered by a window motor capable of rotating up to 85 RPM. 

 
Shooter Indexer 

 

 
2.4.2 Shooter Conveyor 

The shooter conveyor is the part between the indexer and the turret, this             
component is responsible to take fuel from the indexer to the turret. It is a shaft                
with 2 Stealth 4” Wheels rotating up to 1800 RPM. This mechanism runs on a               
775 pro motor on a 10:1 Versa Planetary gearbox, thus having a greater             
torque than the wheel on the turret. With this setup this wheel accelerates the              
Fuel so that the higher speed wheels don’t need to speed it up as much,               
avoiding loss of RPM  on the top wheels. 
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Shooter Conveyor 

 
2.4.3 Turret 

 
The turret is assembled on top of a Lazy Susan powered by an             

AndyMark PG71, that rotates the entire turret through a custom gear that            
supports the rotating parts. The mechanism shoots the Fuel with 3 Banebots            
2-⅞” wheels side by side rotating up to 6000 RPM powered by 2 775 pro               
motors in a Vex VersaPlanetary Dual Motor Input with a 3:1 reduction having a              
greater speed to fully accelerate the balls. In order to achieve the two shooting              
positions that we defined on the priority list we attached the hood to two              
pneumatic cylinders on the sides, which are adjustable and implemented          
variable shooting flywheel speeds to account for the distance to the boiler. This             
allows us to have a simple system that can be fine tuned after the robot is                
produced. 
 

 
Shooter Turret 
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2.5 Climber 

The climber mechanism is composed of a roller attached to two towers            
that connect it to the frame of the robot. On this roller we have threaded rods                
evenly spaced that can grip a knot on the rope, holding it to start the climbing                
process. The whole system is powered by a 775 pro motor on an Andymark              
PG71 gearbox through a #35 chain system. The motor backdrive when the            
robot is disabled is avoided with a ratcheting wrench attached to the roller.             
This system was designed for mechanical reliability even when holding the full            
robot’s weight. 

Climbing Mechanism 

3. Control System
In this section we will make a detailed analysis about control system and             

all derivations of it such as robot sensors, subsystem control and the            
autonomous modes. 

3.1 Subsystem Control 
In this chapter we will explain how each subsystem is controlled , and            

how they were programmed to aid the driver’s work during the tele-operated            
period. 
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3.1.1 Drivetrain 

The Drivetrain consists of a 6-wheel tank drive controlled by two           
MadCatz joysticks during the tele-operated period. To move it precisely around           
the field we use a Grayhill 63R encoder to measure the distance traveled by              
the wheels and a MXP NavX to measure the angle of rotation when the robot is                
turning. 

3.1.1.1 Dynamic Robot Front Side 

To ensure maximum maneuverability during the teleoperated period, we         
have added the option to switch between the front being the climber or the              
gear manipulator. This allows our drivers to align to the rope and to the feeder               
stations without having to pull the joystick backwards. 

In order to avoid confusion during the match, we added an LED on each              
side of the robot that indicates to the driver which is currently the front. 

3.1.1.2 Shifting 

To increase SCV’s speed and torque on the field it uses custom made             
two-speed gearboxes, designed and created by team members. To shift          
between high and low gears the driver uses a trigger on the joysticks. The              
driver also has a visual feedback, through LEDs on the robot, to check in what               
gear it currently is. 

3.1.2 Gear Manipulator 

The gear manipulator uses a simple control to open and close the 
mechanism, but it also uses some driver aid elements to make its usage faster 
and more reliable. On the back part of the mechanism there is an optical 
sensor used to detect the peg going through the parts, vibrating the controller 
when this is true to tell the driver that the gear is in position. This system also 
includes a camera  that feeds to a display in the driver station allowing the 
drivers to better see the alignment between the gear manipulator and the 
airship peg. 

3.1.3 Intake 

Our Intake system control is very straightforward. The driver can toggle           
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the system on and off using the X button on the Xbox controller. Either keeping 
it off or spinning the roller at full speed to intake fuel. 

3.1.4 Shooter 

The shooter system is controlled by a state machine code that runs on 4 
states: off, prepare - boiler, prepare - airship and shoot. Each of those modes 
inputs data into the control systems for the following actuators in the 
mechanism: upper flywheel, lower flywheel, indexer, agitator and angle 
adjustment cylinders. 

Both flywheels are controlled by PID loops that receive the flywheel 
speed from an optical sensor for the upper wheel and an integrated encoder 
on the Versa Planetary gearbox. This allows us to tune the speed for both 
flywheels within 30 RPM of the desired value, making it possible for us to 
define a steady shooting speed for every ball, increasing accuracy. 

The indexer and the agitator are activated when the shooter is set to 
shoot, bringing Fuel to the flywheels. They are controlled as either on or off, 
with a percentage regulator that we can adjust for when they are on. 

The cylinders are actuated to pick the shooting position, between right 
next to the boiler or next to the airship. 

The rotation of the turret is controlled separately from the state 
machine. It can be manually adjusted to fix missing shots or it can be set to 
auto aim with the vision processing. 

3.1.5 Vision Processing 

To aim our turret at the boiler during the autonomous and tele-operated 
period we used a vision processing algorithm running on an Android phone 
connected to the RoboRio. The phone is running an app written in Java, using 
the OpenCV for Android library. The devices communicate as follows: 

1. Phone executes all the heavy vision processing onboard and
acquires target coordinates;

2. Through a UDP connection, the phone sends the coordinates to
the roborio;

3. Roborio uses Target coordinates to calculate the angle offset to
the turret.

The process to aim the turret using the vision target is explained on the 
following diagram: 
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3.2 Autonomous Mode 

For increased versatility, we have built multiple autonomous routines 
to allow different strategies with our alliance partners. With these options, we 
can choose to either place the gear on the airship or place it and shoot fuel 
into the boiler. To control the autonomous movement of the robot we combine 
the NavX gyroscope and the Grayhill 63R encoder for precisely moving and 
the camera vision processing for aiming at the goal. 

Fun Fact 

Our 2017 robot was named SCV after the worker unit on the game 
Starcraft. Like Starcraft’s SCV gathers minerals and gas to construct and 
upgrade the buildings in the game Under Control’s SCV gathers gears and fuel 
to power the Steamworks airship. 


